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Serving Our Community Over 30 Years 
Equal Opportunity Care Provider 

 
Dear Parent, 
 
Welcome to Life Discovery School!  We are a loving early childhood center for infant, toddler, preschool 
and pre-kindergarten aged children of our community.  Our commitment is to build strong families, and 
provide children with a safe, loving, nurturing environment to learn and grow… one child at a time.   
 
Life Discovery School provides children with a structured academic program based on age, ability of the 
child, and the requirements of the Department of Human Services and Keystone STARS.  Reading, math 
readiness, science, and other areas of curriculum are presented in a loving and enjoyable manner.  Music, 
dancing, exercise, and free play are also part of the daylong program.   
 
All students are given ample opportunity to exercise either in our large outdoor playground or within each 
classroom.  Regular art activities are also pursued in all classes to help in the development of fine motor 
skills and to express each child’s creative abilities. 
 
We are a Keystone STARS 2 facility.  Keystone STARS is an initiative of the Office of Child Development 
and Early Learning (OCDEL) to improve, support, and recognize the continuous quality improvement efforts 
of early leaning programs in Pennsylvania.   
 
Our goal is to partner with you in support of strengthening your family. We believe that you, the 
parent/guardian are the most important person in your child’s life.  You spend the most time with your child, 
and you are the one who knows the most about him/her.  Our role is to help, and the more you tell us about 
your child, the more help we can offer.  It is, therefore, important that we work together cooperatively.  This 
handbook describes the policies and practices that we use at Life Discovery School.  Please read it carefully 
and use it as a guide. 
 
If there is anything we may do to be of service, please contact the school office at 610-543-5726, Ext. 3.  Our 
door is always open, and we love to hear from you.  We welcome your questions and comments.   
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Meghan Hansen 
Director 
Email: director@lcfconnect.com / director@lifediscoveryschool.com 
Business Cell:  484-620-7649 
 
Life Discovery School Pennsylvania State License #198380 
Life Discovery School Tax #23-288-4746 
Revised 8/17/2020 
*All policies & procedures will be reviewed annually, or as necessary, by the director who reserves the right 

to make any changes deemed necessary. 
 
 

mailto:director@lcfconnect.com
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Mission Statement 
Our mission here at Life Discovery School is to partner with parents to build strong families, one child at a 
time, through high quality care and education for children ages 6 weeks-5 years old. We aspire to teach 
children that they are uniquely made by a loving God who has a profound purpose for their lives. 

 

Values 
PROTECT 

 We create safe places and spaces for caring relationships 

 We follow all state mandated regulations and guidelines to provide the best care for all children 

 
NURTURE 

 Children are valued for their uniqueness and individualism 

 Staff are valued for their zeal, knowledge, and commitment 

 Parents are valued as their child’s first advocate 

 Parents receive support in their child-rearing roles 

 All families are treated with dignity and respect, valuing their individual beliefs and values 

 
EDUCATE 

 Together we realize we are always learning 

 Children’s learning and growth are seen as intertwined 

 Learning starts at birth and is done through age-appropriate activities 

 We strive to educate each child through social, emotional, physical, spiritual, and cognitive 

development 

 
EXCITE 

 Together we value each moment of every day 

 Together we appreciate the child’s ability to play 

 Staff delight in being with children and share in their joys 

 We integrate fun into education to make a unique learning experience 

 

Philosophy 
We will provide a range of child-schooled services which support parents/guardians in fostering the 

emotional, social, physical, intellectual, and spiritual growth of their children within a strong and nurturing 

family unit. Our curriculum will strive to provide your child with a stimulating introduction to the world of 

education. We will encourage your child to be creative and enhance their understanding of the world around 

them. By learning and playing together, we will create an interesting, exciting atmosphere that will enable 

children to be enthusiastic about such subjects as: music, math, language arts, reading, Bible stories, 

science, art, social studies, and life skills including peaceful conflict management.    
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Licensing Information 
Life Discovery School is licensed by the Pennsylvania State Department of Welfare.  We are a Keystone 
STAR 2 Early Education and Care Program. We are enrolled in the Keystone STARS Program to improve 
the quality of the care and education we give to your child. Through Keystone STARS, we are committed to 
increasing our standard of care and education while promoting a quality early care and education 
environment that contributes to increased social and emotional development, learning skills, and school 
readiness.   
 

Enrollment & Admissions Information 
Enrollment at Life Discovery School is open to children from six weeks to five years of age.   Enrollment shall 
be granted without regard to a child’s race, color, creed, religion, national origin, gender, or disability; and 
without regard to a parent or guardian’s race, color, creed, religion, national origin, gender, pregnancy, or 
disability. 
 
The following forms/information must be completely filled out and returned 2 WEEKS BEFORE a 
child enters the program: 
 

 Enrollment Form 

 $125 Registration Fee per family (non-refundable) 

 Emergency Contact Form 

 Parent Handbook Sign-off form 

 Health Policy Sign-off form 

 Child Health Assessment 

 Getting to Know You Form/Social Resume 

 Partnership Program Form 

 Food Allergy/Special Care Plan if applicable 

 Photo Release Form 

 45 Day Meeting Letter 

 
The items listed below are required and should be age-appropriate: 
 

 Complete set of weather appropriate clothing to stay at school 

 Disposable diapers and diaper cream if necessary 

 Bibs, bottles, formula, baby food, etc. 

 Healthy snacks and lunches 

 Crib sheet 

 Blanket for children over the age of 1 

 Anything else listed on the classroom welcome letter 

 
Everything sent from home must be clearly labeled with the child’s name.   

Life Discovery School is not responsible for lost articles. 
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Non-Discrimination Policy 
Life Discovery School of Springfield, Delaware County, Pennsylvania endorses a non-discrimination policy 
in which services are provided and admission/referrals are made for our childcare facility. We are an equal 
opportunity care provider. Our non-discrimination policy will be given to parents upon enrollment and is 
available at a parent’s request. 
 

Anti-Harassment Policy 
Every employee, parent, and child have the right to an environment free from harassment and discrimination. 

Under the Human Rights Code, there are also specific provisions for guaranteeing individuals the right to be 

free from sexual harassment. 

 

Harassment – “a course of vexatious comment or conduct that is known or ought reasonably to be known 

to be unwelcome”. 

 

As a day care center, it is essential that we respect the rights of children, parents and employees to be free 

of either harassment or discrimination because of their race, ancestry, place of origin, color, ethnic origin, 

background, citizenship, religious beliefs, creed, gender, sexual orientation, age, record of provincial 

offences, marital status, family status or handicap. 

As well as dealing with problems arising from discrimination or harassment, it is also important that parents, 

children and employees be free from harassment arising from other causes as well. 

This policy is intended to: 
1. Provide guidelines with respect to communications between parents and staff. 

2. Provide a procedure to be used by either parent or staff to resolve problems between them. 

3. Prevent discrimination or harassment and to provide a means to deal with such behavior should it arise. 

4. Promote a friendly professional supportive and satisfying environment for the parents, children and 

employees of Life Discovery School. 

 

Refusal of Admission 
Life Discovery School reserves the right to refuse admission to any child at any time with or without cause. 
 
Possible reasons for the refusal of admission include but are not limited to: 

1. Lack of staff to maintain appropriate staff to child ratios as determined by State Licensing 

Regulations. 

2. The need to maintain compliance with Licensing Regulations. 

3. Staff deems the child too ill to attend, requires one on one care/attention. 

4. Domestic situations that present a safety risk to the child, staff, or other children enrolled at Life 

Discovery School if the child were to be present at the school. 

5. The child poses a threat to their own, another child’s, or a staff member’s safety and well-being. 

6. Parents’ failure to maintain accurate, up to date records. 

7. Parents’ failure to complete and return required documentation in a timely manner. 

8. Parents’ failure to pay tuition or account balances. 
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Classroom Information 
Our classrooms are named to go with our school name of Life Discovery School.  Below are the classroom 
names, as well as the phone extensions for each room. Since teachers may change, a list of teachers will be 
given to you at the beginning of the school year, and you will be notified anytime a teacher changes. 
 
Classrooms are generally based on age, the amount of space we have in the room, and the number of 
children enrolled. In rooms that there are more than 1 of (such as infants, 1-year old’s), there is no age 
requirement as to when they are put in one room as opposed to the other. 
 
Classroom age ranges change annually based on our enrollment numbers, so the below information is just 
the age range that the classroom typically handles, but it is not a hard and fast rule. 
 

Dreamers 1: 6 weeks up to 1 year   EXTENSION 7  

Dreamers 2: 6 weeks up to 1 year   EXTENSION 5 

Explorers: 9 months up to 2 years        EXTENSION 6 

Discoverers: 1 year to 2 years      EXTENSION 6 

Investigators: 2 years to 3 years   EXTENSION 5 

Voyagers: 3 years to 4 years        EXTENSION 9 

Adventurers: 3 years to 4 years   EXTENSION 9 

Pioneers: 3 years to 4 years        EXTENSION 8 

Trailblazers: 4 years to entering kindergarten  EXTENSION 8 

**The phone extension to reach Meghan, or to reach a staff member before 9am or after 4pm is 
extension 3. 
 

Class Assignments 
Children will be assigned into age and developmentally appropriate classes. These assignments are solely 
at the discretion of the Director. Assignments are made based on the child’s age, ability, and the school’s 
enrollment status. Because the number of teachers needed drops as the child gets older, we cannot move a 
child to an older classroom before their birthdate. 
 
We follow a rolling enrollment, which means we accept new students at any time as long as space is available. 
With this being said, your child may switch classrooms mid school year, based on their birthdate and abilities.  
Your child will never be moved to a new classroom without first notifying you. 
 

Infant Care 
Due to the nature of infant care and their individual routines, we ask you to send your child’s schedule with 
them on their first day, so we know what they are used to. However, please note that as your child nears the 
age of one, we are going to start transitioning them to our overall school schedule. This includes lunch at 
11:30, and naptime from 12pm-2pm.   
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Hours of Operation & Fees 
The school hours of operation are 7:00am – 6:00pm. We do have someone on premises at 6:30am should 
you need to drop-off your child early, however, they may not be dropped off before 6:30am. Your child and 
their belongings must be picked up by 6:00pm, so our staff members can close the building and get home to 
their families. If you have an emergency and are not able to pick-up your child by 6:00pm, please call the 
school office immediately. Our late fee policy is as follows: 
 
The late fee will be $10 for every 10 minutes late (as follows): 
6:01pm-6:10pm: $10 

6:11pm-6:20pm: $20 

6:21pm-6:30pm: $30 

6:31pm-6:40pm: $40 

…and so on 

This late fee also applies if you are on a half day schedule, based on five hours from your drop-off time. 
  

Fee Structure & Payment 
A non-refundable $125 per family fee will be charged at registration. 
 
Parents/guardians must pay monthly/weekly tuition fees on the first scheduled day of each month, or the first 
scheduled day of each week that the child attends. The rate remains the same regardless of absenteeism, 
closing for holidays, in-service days, repair/emergencies, or inclement weather days. Please write your child’s 
name on the memo line of your check or the envelope and place in the tuition box, located outside the doors 
of the Pioneers/Trailblazers classroom. Please DO NOT send payments in lunch boxes or school bags. 

 
We ask that if you are paying cash, you put the cash in an envelope labeled with your child’s name, the 
amount of cash being paid, as well as the week of care that you are paying for. This will ensure that we apply 
the amount to the correct week of attendance. 
 
There will be a $20 minimum charge for checks returned by our bank. This fee may be more if the bank 
increases the charge. You are responsible for paying this fee if it is incurred by us. If you have more than two 
returned checks, we will require you to pay cash moving forward. 
 
Continued enrollment at Life Discovery School is contingent upon the parent’s, emergency contact persons’ 
and child’s adherence to the policies and procedures of Life Discovery School as outlined in this handbook 
including, but not limited to, timely payment of all fees and tuition. 
 

Tuition Agreement 
All custodial parents and or/legal guardians are required to sign a Tuition Agreement prior to enrollment of 
their child at Life Discovery School. Parents are required to indicate whom all billing information and 
correspondence are to be addressed.  
 
It is important to understand that when children are enrolled, schedules are arranged for an entire school 
year. There will be no tuition adjustments for the holidays or inclement weather days that the school is closed, 
family vacations, or sickness when the child does not attend. Tuition for part-time students must be paid for 
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the number of days your child is enrolled, rather than the actual number of days your child attends on a 
weekly basis. Part time children cannot attend more days than enrolled without first contacting the Director. 
 
Our half day tuition rates are based on no more than 5 hours of care a day. Anything over 5 hours a day is 
considered a full day of care.   
 

Subsidy Payments 

Life Discovery School does accept childcare subsidies from Child Care Information Services (CCIS).  Parents 
of a subsidized child must complete all required paperwork on time to continue enrollment at Life Discovery 
School. Parents of subsidized children are also required to sign a Tuition Agreement, agreeing to be 
personally responsible for the payment of tuition if they become ineligible to receive childcare subsidies.   
 
All required subsidy co-pays must be paid on the first of the month if paying monthly, or the first of the week 
if paying weekly. We are required to report non-payment of co-pays to CCIS on the day after they are due if 
we do not receive them. 
 

Tuition Rates 
The tuition rates of Life Discovery School are listed below. Our price structure is designed to meet our 
operating expenses while keeping your needs in mind.   
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For all tuition rates, please contact  
Life Discovery School Director Meghan Hansen at 

 610-543-5726 or director@lcfconnect.com. 
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Tuition may be paid on a weekly or a monthly basis.  If you choose to pay weekly, the payment is due on the 
first day of the week that your child attends. If you choose to pay monthly, payments are due on the 1st of 
each month.  Monthly statements are not issued by Life Discovery School unless requested. Tuition receipts 
are available upon request. We accept cash, checks, and money orders. Please ensure your child’s name is 
on the memo line of the check, or the outside of the envelope. If paying in cash, please be sure the amount 
is listed on the outside of the envelope. 
 
Non-payment of tuition is grounds for immediate dismissal from the program.  Timely payments are essential 
for continued enrollment at Life Discovery School, however, if you anticipate difficulty with paying on time, 
please discuss the matter with the Director immediately. If alternative arrangements for payment are 
approved, you will be notified by the Director. 
 
There is a 10% discount off the oldest child’s tuition if you have more than one child enrolled. We typically do 
not provide infant care for less than 3 days a week.  
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Arrival & Pick-Up Procedures 
 

Parking Lot Procedures 
According to PA Code #3270. 171 for child day center, the following procedure must be provided to all 
parents. 
 

Arrival 
1. Park vehicle on the side of the Life Discovery School parking lot closest to the school building. (Due to 

zoning regulations you may only park in the facility parking lot.)  

2. Completely turn off vehicle engine, (DO NOT LEAVE VEHICLE WITH ENGINE RUNNING!) and take keys 

out of the ignition. 

3. Upon exiting vehicle, shut all vehicle doors. 

4. Enter with your child through the front doorway of the school building. 

5. Bring your child to his/her classroom and communicate to a school staff member that your child has arrived 

for the day. 

6. Leave the school through the front door. 

7. If possible, take a right onto Springfield Road when departing the school parking lot since this is a safer 

route. 

 

Pick-Up 
1. Park vehicle on the side of the Life Discovery School parking lot closest to the school building. (Due to 

zoning regulations you may only park in the facility parking lot.) 
2. Completely turn off vehicle engine, (DO NOT LEAVE VEHICLE WITH ENGINE RUNNING!), and take keys 

out of the ignition. 
3. Upon exiting vehicle, shut all vehicle doors. 
4. Enter through the front doorway of the school building. 
5. Pick up your child in his/her classroom and communicate to a school staff member that your child is leaving 

for the day. 
6. Please keep your child with you at all times when exiting the classroom and facility. 
7. If you are having any other person pick up your child besides those designated on the Emergency Contact 

Form, please notify the Director through a phone call, email, or written and signed note. 
8. Leave the school building through the front door. 
9. If possible, take a right onto Springfield Road when departing the school parking lot since this is a safer 

route. 
 

Building Procedures  
Arrival 
Life Discovery School is a secure facility. You must use your key fob to gain admittance to our building. No 
child will be admitted into Life Discovery School after 11:30pm. 
 
The parents or adults dropping off their child(ren) must sign their child(ren) into the school using their 
assigned ID codes and passwords at the computer system located at the bottom of the stairwell. Children 
are required to be escorted to their classrooms by the parent or adults dropping them off. Children are 
required by law to be supervised at all times while at Life Discovery School. Parents are required to help 
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children put away their outerwear, lunches, and any other belongings for the day. Please do not just send 
your child to their classroom and leave the building. 
 
Parents are required to notify the child’s teacher or Director of any special instructions or needs for the child’s 
day. The parent must present the special instructions in the writing and verbally discuss them with the 
classroom teacher or Director. These special instructions include, but are not limited to: 
 

 Early pick up 

 Alternative pick up person 

 Health issues over the previous night which need to be observed 

 General issues of concern of which the teachers should be aware to best meet the needs of your 

child throughout the day 

 

Pick-Up 
Life Discovery School is a secure facility. You must use your key fob to gain admittance to our building. 
 
The parents or adults picking up their child(ren) must sign their child(ren) out of the school using their 
assigned ID codes and passwords at the computer system located at the bottom of the stairwell. Once a 
parent signs their child out, the parent is then solely responsible for supervising their child while on school 
premises. The parent may not allow the child to wander through the hallways, bathrooms, stairwell, other 
classrooms, or playground. Children should not be allowed alone at any time.  Parents are asked to handle 
all business issues prior to signing their child out. 
 
Parents must take home all papers in the child’s cubby or school bag. Parents or persons designated to act 
in parent’s absence are required to sign any incident/accident or behavior reports from the day of pick up.  
The classroom teacher will be able to briefly discuss the matter with you or another authorized adult at pick-
up.  
 

Notification of Absence or Late Arrival 
Parents are required to call, email, or text the school office or Director and let us know if your child will be 
absent or late. We care about your children and want to know when they aren’t feeling well. This also helps 
us to know our attendance for the day, so we can judge how many employees we will need. If we are not 
contacted within an hour of your child’s normal drop off time, we will contact you to make sure everything is 
ok. Please avoid contacting your child’s teacher, as they may not always be scheduled to work, and then 
must pass the message along.   
 
If your child is ill, we request that you notify the Director not only of the absence, but also the nature of the 
illness.  This enables our staff to keep track of any illnesses which may occur at the school. This information 
will only be shared with staff on a need to know basis. If your child has a communicable disease, we ask that 
you share the diagnosis with the Director, so that the parents of the other children in the school may be 
notified that a communicable disease is present. Only communicable disease information will be shared, not 
your child’s name. 
 
Parents who know in advance that a child will be late, are required to notify the school so as to maintain the 
appropriate number of employees to ensure ratios are met when the child arrives to school. Please be aware 
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that drop off during naptime will not be permitted. Your child must arrive at school by 11:30 at the 
latest. 

 
Persons Appearing to be Impaired by Drugs/Alcohol at Pick-Up 
The staff at Life Discovery School will contact local police and/or the other custodial parent should a parent 
appear to the staff to be under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol. The parent’s right to immediate access 
does not permit the school from denying a custodial parent access to their child if the parent is or appears to 
be impaired. However, Life Discovery School staff will delay the impaired parent as long as possible, while 
contacting the other parent, the local police, and Child Protective Services. 
 
Any other authorized person who attempts to pick-up a child and appears to the staff to be under the influence 
of drugs and/or alcohol will be denied access to the child. The staff will contact the child’s parents, local 
police, and Child Protective Services to notify them of the situation. 
 

Emergency/Alternate Persons Pick-Up Form 
At enrollment, parents will be presented with an Emergency Contact Form. Parents are asked to include on 
this form any, and all persons who, during events, may at one time be asked to pick-up their child from Life 
Discovery School. In an emergency the child’s parents will be called first. If they cannot be reached staff will 
call the persons listed on this form until someone can be reached. 
 
Should the staff contact a parent, and the parent is unable to pick up the child, it is then the responsibility of 
the parent to arrange for their child to be picked up by someone on the emergency list. Failure of the parent 
to make such arrangements will result in dismissal from the program. 
 
If a person other than the parent/guardian will be picking up the child, Life Discovery School should be notified 
by a written note, email, or phone call, and that person needs to bring identification with them. Parents are 
asked to not give out their door fobs, as all visitors will be buzzed into the building. 
 
All changes and/or additions to the Emergency Contact Form must be made in writing and be dated and 
signed. Only custodial parents have the right to make changes and/or additions to this form. 
 
Life Discovery School reserves the right to refuse/ban any person listed on the Emergency Contact Form for 
any reason, including but not limited to violations the school policies/procedures. It is the responsibility of the 
parents to inform each person on the Emergency Contact Form of the schools’ policies and procedures. 
 

Court Orders Involving Enrolled Children 
In cases where the child is the subject of a court order (e.g. Custody Order, Restraining Order, or Protection 
from Abuse Order) Life Discovery School must be provided with a certified copy of the most recent order and 
all amendments thereto. The orders of the court will be strictly followed unless the custodial parent(s) request 
a more liberal variation of the order in writing. In the case where both parents are afforded shared/joint 
custody by order of the court, both parents must sign the request for more liberal interpretation of the order. 
 
In the absence of a court order on file with Life Discovery School, both parents shall be afforded equal access 
to their child as stipulated by law. Life Discovery School cannot, without a court order, limit the access of one 
parent by request of another parent, regardless of the reason. If a situation presents itself where one parent 
does not want the other parent to have access to their child, Life Discovery School suggests that the parent 
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keep the child with them until a court order is issued, since our rights to retain your child are secondary to 
the other parent’s right to immediate access. Life Discovery School staff will contact the local police should 
a conflict arise. 
If conflicting court orders are presented, the most recently dated court order will be followed. Once presented 
with a Protection from Abuse Order or a Restraining Order, Life Discovery School is obligated to follow the 
order for the entire period it is in effect. Employees of Life Discovery School cannot, at the request of anyone, 
except the issuing judge, allow a Protection from Abuse Order and/or a Restraining Order to be violated. Life 
Discovery School will report any attempted violations of these orders to the court. 
 

Parents’ Right to Immediate Access 
Parents of a child in our care are entitled to immediate access, without prior notice, to their child whenever 
they are in care at Life Discovery School, as provided by law. 
 
In cases where the child is the subject of a court order (e.g. Custody Order, Restraining Order, or Protection 
from Abuse Order) Life Discovery School must be provided with a certified copy of the most recent order and 
all amendments thereto. The orders of the court will be strictly followed unless the custodial parent(s) request 
a more liberal variation of the order in writing. In the case where both parents are afforded shared/joint 
custody by order of the court, both parents must sign the request for more liberal interpretation of the order. 
 
In the absence of a court order on file with Life Discovery School, both parents shall be afforded equal access 
to their child as stipulated by law. Life Discovery School cannot, without a court order, limit the access of one 
parent by request of another parent, regardless of the reason. If a situation presents itself where one parent 
does not want the other parent to have access to their child, Life Discovery School suggests that the parent 
keep the child with them until a court order is issued, since our rights to retain your child are secondary to 
the other parent’s right to immediate access. Life Discovery School staff will contact the local police should 
a conflict arise. 
 
Visitors are asked to schedule appointments with the Director and are allowed into Life Discovery School 
only at the discretion of the Director. An employee of Life Discovery School will accompany visitors at all 
times throughout the school. 
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Closings Information/Temporary Unenrollment 
 
Emergency Closing & Inclement Weather Closing 
We are required by state law to close in the case of a power outage. In this case, you will be receiving a 
phone call, and asked to pick up your child within the hour. If the power is out at opening, we will plan on 
opening late, pending the return of power.   
 
Should the school need to close in the middle of the day, the school staff will attempt to reach the child’s 
parents first to arrange for pick up. Should the staff be unable to reach the parents, the persons listed on the 
emergency contact form will be called until pick up arrangements can be made. At the time of the call, staff 
will notify the parents, or the emergency contact person of the pickup location should the children need to be 
evacuated from the school. Parents or emergency contact persons should report directly to the alternative 
location if one is indicated. 
 
In the event of inclement weather, we will follow the closing schedule of the Springfield School District. If it 
becomes necessary to close school due to hazardous conditions, tuition payment for that day will be required. 
Snow closing announcements will be made on our website, through an email, and on 6abc’s website and 
news station. Our school ID number is 72747. 
 
Should the school need to close for any reason, tuition will not be refunded or reduced. 
 

Extended Closure Policy 
If Life Discovery School should have an extended closure due to a pandemic or other health related crisis, 
full tuition will be due for up to ten days of closure. After those ten days of closure, 10% of tuition will be due 
on your regularly scheduled tuition payment days for the duration of the closure. This includes Life Discovery 
School being closed due to guidance from the Pennsylvania State Health Department and The Office of Child 
Development and Early Learning, for any internally related health crisis.  
 
During an extended closure, the Director will be fully available for communication and your family will be 
provided with review activities for your child to enhance their learning foundation. Teachers may also be 
available to communicate with children and families via scheduled ZOOM, in order to keep connections 
thriving.  
 

Summer Policy 
If you decide to unenroll you child for the summer, a non-refundable deposit of a half months tuition will be 
due to secure their spot until the beginning of the new school year. That deposit will go towards tuition upon 
you child’s return to Life Discovery School. There will be a Summer Tuition Agreement to outline the terms 
and conditions of our summer policy. This agreement must be signed, and the deposit received before your 
las day at Life Discovery School for the summer.  
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Holidays 
The school is closed for the following ten holidays:  
 

1. Labor Day 

2. Thanksgiving  

3. Friday after Thanksgiving 

4. Christmas Eve  

5. Christmas Day 

6. New Year’s Day 

7. President’s Day (Teacher In-Service Day) 

8. Good Friday  

9. Memorial Day 

10. Independence Day 

 

In the event that one of the listed holidays falls on a weekend, we will notify you of what days we will be 
closed to observe the holiday. 
 
During the holiday season, we will be asking for any changes to your child’s schedule. This helps us know 
how many kids to expect, in order to staff appropriately. The same is true for the summer months, as our 
attendance always varies during this time. 
 

Confidentiality Policy 
The only information teachers should share with parents, is information concerning his or her child.  
Confidential information includes, but is not limited to: names, addresses, phone numbers, disability 
information, and health related information.   
 
Confidential and sensitive information about a child will only be shared with outside sources when the parent 
of the child gives written consent, except where otherwise provided for by law. Parents will be provided with 
a document, detailing the information that is to be shared outside of Life Discovery School, persons with 
whom the information will be shared, and the reason(s) for sharing the information.   
 
Any parent who violates the Confidentiality Policy will not be permitted on Life Discovery School’s property 
thereafter. You may observe children at our school who are disabled or who exhibit behavior that may appear 
inappropriate (i.e. biting, hitting, and spitting). You may be curious or concerned about the other child. Our 
Confidentiality Policy protects each child’s privacy. Employees of Life Discovery School are strictly prohibited 
from discussing anything about another child with you. 
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Mandated Reporting of Suspected Child Abuse & Neglect 

Under the Child Protective Services Act, mandated reporters are required to report nay suspicion of abuse 
or neglect to the appropriate authorities. The employees of Life Discovery School are considered mandated 
reporters under this law. The employees of Life Discovery School are not required to discuss their suspicions 
with parents prior to reporting the matter to the appropriate authorities, nor are they required to investigate 
the cause of any suspicious marks, behavior, or condition prior to making a report. Under the act, mandated 
reporters can be held criminally responsible if they fail to report suspected abuse or neglect. We at Life 
Discovery School take this responsibility very seriously and will make all warranted reports to the appropriate 
authorities. The Child Protective Services Act is designed to protect the welfare and best interest of all 
children. 
 
As mandated reporters, the staff of Life Discovery School cannot be held liable for reports made to Child 
Protective Services which are determined to be unfounded, provided the report was made in good faith. 
 
Causes for reporting suspected child abuse or neglect include, but are not limited to: 
 

1. Unusual bruising, marks, or cuts on the child’s body 

2. Severe verbal reprimands 

3. Improper clothing relating to size, cleanliness, season 

4. Transporting a child without appropriate child restraints (e.g. car seats, seat belts, etc.) 

5. Dropping off or picking up a child while under the influence of illegal drugs or alcohol 

6. Not providing appropriate meals including a drink for your child 

7. Leaving a child unattended for any amount of time 

8. Failure to attend to the special needs of a disabled child 

9. Sending a sick child to school over medicated to hide symptoms, which would typically require the 

child to be kept home until symptoms subside 

10. Children who exhibit behavior consistent with an abusive situation 

 

Parent Code of Conduct 
Parent/Guardian Responsibilities: 
Inform us immediately of any changes such as: 

 Address/Telephone Number 

 Place of employment/telephone number 

 Person to contact in case of an emergency 

 Authorized person designated to pick up your child 

 Any changes at home which might affect your child’s day at Life Discovery School 

 
Other Responsibilities: 

 Dress your child appropriately for active play 
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 Monitor what your child brings to Life Discovery School  

 Reinforce appropriate play behavior and limits 

 Please drive slowly in our parking lot when dropping off or picking up. 

 Call out your child when not attending for any reason 

 Sign in/out daily 

 Label everything 

 Check your child’s cubby daily 

 Read the Family Newsletter and your child’s daily reports and any other handouts or emails from 

the school 

 Read our health policy 

 
Life Discovery School requires the parents of enrolled children to behave in a manner consistent with 
decency, courtesy, and respect at all times. Parents who violate the Parent Code of Conduct will not be 
permitted on school property thereafter.   
 

Swearing/Cursing 
No parent or adult is permitted to curse or use other inappropriate language on Life Discovery School’s 
property at any time, whether in the presence of a child or not. Such language is considered offensive by 
many people and will not be tolerated.   
 

Threatening Employees, Children, Parents, Other Adults Associated with LDS 
Threats of any kind will not be tolerated. All threats will be reported to the appropriate authorities. Parents 
must be responsible for and in control of their behavior at all times. Any parent making any type of threat will 
not be permitted on school property thereafter. 
 

Physical/Verbal Punishment of Your Child or Other Children at LDS 
While Life Discovery School does not support nor condone corporal punishment of children, such acts are 
not permitted at Life Discovery School. While verbal reprimands may be appropriate, it is not appropriate for 
parents to verbally abuse their child.  Parents are always welcome to discuss a behavior issue with the 
teacher and to seek advice and guidance regarding appropriate and effective disciplinary procedures. 
 
Parents are prohibited from addressing, for the purpose of correction or discipline, a child that is not their 
own. Of course, no parent or other adult may physically punish another parent’s child. If a parent should 
witness another parent’s child behaving in an inappropriate manner or is concerned about behavior reported 
to them by their own child, it is most appropriate for the parent to direct their concern to the classroom teacher 
and/or director. 
 
Furthermore, it is wholly inappropriate for one parent to seek out another parent to discuss their child’s 
inappropriate behavior. All behavior concerns should be brought to the classroom teacher of director’s 
attention.  At that point, the teacher and/or director will address the issue with the other parent. Although you 
may be curious as to the outcome of such a discussion, teachers and/or the Director are strictly prohibited 
from discussing anything about another child with you.   
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Smoking 
For the health of all Life Discovery School employees, children, and families, smoking is prohibited anywhere 
on Life Discovery School property. Parents are prohibited from smoking in the building, on the grounds, and 
in the parking lot of Life Discovery School. Parents who are smoking in their cars must dispose of the cigarette 
prior to entering the parking lot. 
 

Violations of the Safety Policy 
Parents are required to follow all safety procedures at all times. These procedures are designed not as mere 
inconveniences, but to protect the welfare and best interest of the employees, children, and families of Life 
Discovery School. Please be particularly mindful of Life Discovery School entry procedures. We all like to be 
polite. However, we need to be careful to not allow unauthorized individuals into the school. Holding the door 
open for the person following you may, in fact, be polite; however, that person may not be authorized to enter 
the premises. Be alert and be mindful. Immediately report any breaches to the Director. 
 

Confrontational Interactions with Employees or Other Parents of LDS 
While it is understood that parents will note always agree with the employees of Life Discovery School or 
parent of the other children, it is expected that all disagreements be handled in a calm and respectful manner. 
Confrontational interactions are not an appropriate means by which to communicate a point and are strictly 
prohibited.  
 

Personal Childcare Needs 
Parents interested in hiring a staff member for childcare services outside Life Discovery School are doing so 
at their own discretion. Please be aware that once the employee is employed by you outside of school hours, 
Life Discovery School is removed from all responsibility and liability related to personal childcare services.  
 
 

Media Policies 
 

Photo Policy 

Each child must have a photo release form signed in order for us to take their picture. We do use your child’s 
pictures for projects throughout the year. We also like to post updates to our Facebook group for parents to 
see what their kids are up to. You can opt out of this. 

 

Facebook Group 
Our Facebook group is a closed, private group for parents of students at Life Discovery School only. Once a 
family leaves, they are deleted from the group. We ask that you do not share photos posted in this group that 
have any children in them except your own. 
 

Community Resources 
Life Discovery School has access to social, mental health, educational wellness, and medical services 
resources. A parent may request this information from the Director. 
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Inclusion 
Life Discovery School welcomes children of all abilities and is committed to providing developmentally 
appropriate early learning and development experiences that support the full access and participation of each 
and every child. We believe that each child is unique and work in partnership with families and other 
professionals involved with the child to provide the support every child needs to reach their full potential.  
More details on this can be found in our inclusion policy.   
 

IEP/IFSP 
Life Discovery School requests from parents copies of a child’s IEP or IFSP written plans, and/or special 
need assessments if applicable to that child. 
 
We highly recommend, with the permission of the parent, that the Director and/or the child’s teacher attend 
IEP or IFSP meetings. 
 

Communication 
Life Discovery School communicates through written daily reports, emails, face-to-face communication, and 
letters. You are required to empty your child’s folder each day to ensure you get the information needed. 
 

Parent-Teacher Conferences 
Observation and assessment of the child is completed and shared with the parents within 45 days of 
enrollment at Life Discovery School, or transition to a new classroom setting. Parents are also requested to 
complete an Ages and Stages Questionnaire at the 45-days after enrollment date, and in the fall and spring 
semesters. Observation is an on-going process recorded by our teachers. Results of observations are used 
for curriculum and individual planning and referral to community resources. 
 
Parents will be requested to attend a parent/teacher conference at least once in the fall semester. If additional 
conferences are needed throughout the year, we will follow up with you. If a conference is requested of you 
due to an issue with your child, whether that be academic related, behavioral, or any other instance, you 
must set up a time to meet with your child’s teacher within two weeks of the request. Failure to do so may 
result in your child’s dismissal from the school. 
 
Parents are offered the opportunity to have an individual meeting with their child’s teacher at any time. This 
conference should be set up with the Director. 
 

Transitions 
Student transitions may occur at different times-a student may transition into a new classroom mid-year, 
beginning of a new school year, or a new school.  Our goal is to continue the continuity of care wherever 
possible during transitions.  You will receive advanced notice that it is time for your child to transition, as well 
as a welcome letter for the classroom they are entering.   
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Graduation 
Our Pre-K class celebrates their completion of our program by participating in our annual Graduation 
Ceremony. This is usually held the second Sunday in June, but you will be notified with an exact date closer 
to the time. 

Summer Program 
During the summer months, the school will offer water-play for the children. This involves sprinklers, water 
tables, and slip and slides.  We do not use swimming pools at this time. 
 
We are happy to offer summer care for children who have completed kindergarten-3rd grade beginning 
generally the middle of June, based on our availability. The rate for our summer program is the same rate as 
our pre-kindergarten class. We do accept requests to send your elementary aged children on days that they 
are off from school, however, due to our high attendance numbers, we cannot promise that we can grant 
these requests. This would be on a first come, first served basis, so the sooner you send us dates, the more 
chance we have of being able to accept your child. The daily rate for sending an elementary aged child during 
the school year is $60. 
 
Learning continues through the summer in a more relaxed environment. 
 

Curriculum 
Life Discovery School believes that the curriculum describes the experiences enjoyed by a child both within 
and outside Life Discovery School’s environment. It refers to a blend of formal curriculums of planned 
programs and an informal curriculum involving a range of experiences leading to both intended and 
unintended learning.   
 
We believe that the role of our curriculum is central to promoting positive attitudes to lifelong learning and 
that it represents a small but important part of an individual’s learning and experiences throughout life. 
 
Life Discovery School will work to meet the needs of its learners from infancy through Pre-K by offering a 
developmentally appropriate curriculum or a combination of curriculums including but not limited to: Cara’s 
Kit, Growing Up Wild, I AM Moving, I AM Learning, Color Me Healthy, The Kindness Curriculum that: 
 

 Are broad and balanced, incorporating the requirements of the PA Early Leaning Standards: 

Approaches to Learning and Cognitive Development, Communication and Emerging Literacy, 

Creative Expression, Physical and Motor Development, and Social, Emotional and Personal 

Development 

 Promote the spiritual, moral, cultural, emotional and physical development 

 Prepare children for opportunities, responsibilities, and life experiences 

 Provide learning opportunities, which offer progression, coherence, and flexibility 

 Promote the development of academic and social skills 

 Recognize personal achievements, through a process of observations and assessments to 

advance development 

 Help families advance learning through partnership relationships including transitions 

 Connect families with community services 
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Physical Activity 
Life Discovery School’s physical activity curriculum combines I am Moving, I am Learning, Color Me Healthy, 
and other curriculums.   
 
The staff will promote development of infant movement skills by providing plenty of tummy time while awake.  
In addition, one on one exercises will be performed to encourage developing skills such as sitting, crawling, 
and walking. 
 
The staff will promote active play for our 1-5 year old’s by providing 2 or 3 occasions to be outdoors; provide 
2 or more structured physical activities over the course of the day indoors and/or outdoors; provide time for 
unstructured active play. Our goal is to provide vigorous activity for toddlers and preschoolers; 90-120 
minutes in an 8 hour day. 
 

Outside Time 
PA Position Statement: “Children are expected to go outside when the forecast temperature/wind chill are 
above 25 degrees, the forecast temperature/heat index is less than 90 degrees, there is no precipitation 
falling, and there is no current air quality alert. It is understood that, given these parameters, there may be 
portions of some days that do not meet the conditions of weather permitted.” 
 

Child Assessments 

All children from 6 weeks to pre-K are assessed twice a year using the Ages & Stages questionnaire. This 
evaluates your child’s strengths in the following areas: social-emotional, fine motor skills, large motor skills, 
and language/knowledge competencies. We also send this questionnaire home to parents to complete as 
well. This is optional but helps us to determine anything we need to work on with your child. This plan will 
also outline the next milestones we wish to see your child achieve, as well as things you can work on at 
home. 
 
The Pre-K class has educational testing in November and April to see what subjects they need to work on.  
You will receive report cards at this time. 
 

Schedule 
Our schedule is very basic and is used only as a guideline. Each individual classroom will adapt, and if 
necessary, change their schedule around the needs of their children. Our school has 9 classrooms and a 
large outdoor playground.  
 

Daily Activities 
6:30-7:30  Arrival, Open Centers/Free Play 

 
7:30-8:30  Breakfast for those that need it/Free Play/Open Centers 

 
8:30-9:00  Separate into individual classrooms/bathroom & diapering/AM Snack 

 
9:00-11:00  Clean up from snack/Outside Playtime/Centers/Circle Time 

 
11:00-11:45  Lunchtime/Prepare for Nap 
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11:45-12:00  Diapering/Bathroom/Lay down for nap 

 
12:00-2:00  Naptime 

 
2:00-2:30  Wake up/Diapering/Bathroom/Prepare for PM Snack 

 
2:30-3:00  PM Snack 

 
3:00-4:30  Free Play/Outside Playtime/Learning Centers/Lesson Reinforcement Time 

 
4:30-6:00  Free Play/Outside Playtime 

 

Nap/Rest Time 
Our policy is that all children are expected to sleep or rest every day. 
 
With the exception of infants who sleep in their own pack-n-play, children sleep or rest on cots or nap mats 
that are provided by the school. 
 
Nap mats and cots are cleaned after each use and are not shared between children. 
 
Nap bedding (sheet and blanket) are stored in a drawstring bag labeled with your child’s name and stored in 
their cubby or a specific closet depending on the classroom. Nap bedding is sent home weekly for laundering. 
 
To help reduce the risk of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) we: 

 Always place your baby on his or her back to sleep 

 Place your baby in their own pack-n-play to sleep-no swings or bouncers 

 Place nothing in the pack-n-play with your baby except themselves and their fitted crib sheet 

 Supervise all rest times 

 

Classroom Policies 
Birthday Celebrations 
We welcome the celebration of children’s birthdays. Parents/Guardians may provide snacks if they wish. 
Teachers need to be informed prior to the celebration. Snacks must be peanut free. 
 

TV & Electronics 
Television use is only permitted at the Director’s discretion. The basic policy is that movies are only shown 
on special occasions. Movies are not shown to children under 2 years old. We may use television 
programming at certain times to enhance learning (i.e. the Letter Factory videos), or for exercise 
reinforcement in the winter months. Electronics are not permitted in any classroom. 
 

Toys from Home 
Due to the risk of damage, sharing issues, and loss, children are not permitted to bring in toys from home, 
unless specifically requested by the classroom teacher for use as part of the curriculum. Parents are 
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responsible for enforcing this policy with their child.  Parents are encouraged to consult the classroom teacher 
should they find their child is having difficulty with this policy. 
If the parents fail repeatedly to enforce this policy with their children, the staff will call the parents and require 
that they come to school and remove the toy. 
 
Children are permitted to include with their nap bedding one soft, non-musical toy with which to nap/rest.  
This toy must be small enough to fit in their nap bedding bag kept at school.  
 
All toys brought in for use as part of the curriculum, and/or for nap/rest time will be inspected by Life Discovery 
School staff for safety and appropriateness and may be prohibited at the sole discretion of the staff. 
 

Discipline Policy 
Positive Behavior Support, Suspension/Expulsion, Discipline 
Our philosophy of discipline conforms to the policies of the Child Abuse Mandated reporting training which 
our staff is required to attend and renew every 5 years. We promote intentional positive behavior support and 
discipline through peaceful conflict resolutions and problem solving. Our usual approach to help children with 
challenging behaviors include, but are not limited to: 
 

 Redirection of the child from negative behavior 

 Teachers will always use positive methods & languages while disciplining children 

 Teachers will praise appropriate behavior 

 Teachers document behavior and share with families through written behavior reports and verbal 

communication 

 Demonstrate how to solve problems using appropriate interactions and encourage the use of 

words to achieve a peaceful outcome 

 The teachers explain to the children what is expected, rather than explaining what not to say or do 

 Redirecting unacceptable behavior and using the technique of providing a quiet space (think about 

it) are also tools teachers may use 

 
In the event that the behavior of the child jeopardizes the safety of other children, and is a consistent 
disruption to the classroom environment, we hold the prerogative to refuse care. A parent may be called at 
work or home at any time the child exhibits uncontrollable behavior that cannot be modified by the school’s 
staff. The parent may be asked to take the child home immediately. It is our desire to work with you to 
encourage your child’s good behavior. Please do not hesitate to set up a meeting with us to discuss how we 
can work together to achieve this goal. 
 
The following steps may be taken regarding children who display chronic disruptive behavior, upsetting to 
the emotional or physical well-being of another child or an adult: 
 

 Initial Consultation: The director may request that the parent or guardian meet for a conference.  
The problem will be defined on paper.  Intervention strategies will be discussed.  The best solution 
toward solving the problem will be agreed upon by the center director, teacher, and parent or 
guardian.     
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 Second Consultation: If the initial plan for helping the child fails, the parent will again be asked to 
meet with the director and teaching staff involved.  Another attempt will be made to identify the 
problem, and establish a new, or revised, approach for solving the problem.   

 Unenrolled: When the previous attempts have been followed and no progress has been made 
toward solving the problem, the child may be unenrolled from the center at the discretion of the 
center director. 

 
During the initial and second consultations, you may be referred to a behavioral evaluation accessible to us 
through the Keystone STARS program. These evaluators help with individual child behavior, as well as 
strategies for the teachers. 
 
If there is a concern with extreme behaviors (violent outbursts, throwing objects that can easily hurt 
themselves or another child/adult, intentional kicking, hitting, or biting, injury to self or others, etc.) that cannot 
be addressed using the tools/methods listed above; a suspension or expulsion may be used as a last resort. 
The safety of all children and staff are a top priority. At Life Discovery School, corporal punishment is NEVER 
an option for discipline.   
 

Security 
One of our top goals is to keep your children safe and secure. For this reason, we ask that you do not give 
out the door code to anyone unless they are picking up your child. The perimeter of the building is on closed 
circuit monitoring. We also request that you please do not allow anyone into the building but ask them to ring 
the bell to be let in by a staff member if they do not have the code. 
 

Emergency Procedures 
 

Fire & Emergency Drills 
Life Discovery School conducts monthly fire/evacuation drills. Parents, staff, and children will not be made 
aware of the drill dates or times, as this is the most effective way to assess the effectiveness of fire/evacuation 
plans. 
 
During a fire/emergency drill, or a real fire/emergency situation, parents may not sign their children into or 
out the program. Parents must wait until the drill is complete and children have returned to the building to 
sign their child into the program.   
 

Emergencies & Injuries 
In case of emergency, we will immediately notify you or the person specified on your child’s application as 
emergency contact person. Your child will be taken directly to the emergency room at the hospital designated 
by EMT staff.  
 
Our safety practices include: 

 Staff to supervise all activities 

 Locked storage of medications and cleaning materials 

 Age-appropriate supplies and equipment in good repair 

 Reports to parents of injuries to children 
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 Entrance to the building by a buzzer system  

 First aid kits in every classroom 

 Emergency contact numbers posted on each phone 

 Life Discovery School Emergency Operations plan 

 Monthly Fire Drills 

 

Incident Reports 
Should your child be involved in an incident/accident during the course of the school day, a staff member will 
complete an incident report and record the incident in our Injury Log. 
 
Parents or persons designated to act in loco parentis are required to sign any incident reports from the day 
at pick-up. The classroom teacher will be able to briefly discuss the matter with you at pick-up. 
 
Life Discovery School’s policy is to call the parent/guardian each time the child receives an incident report.  
Whether the injury is severe, or it is a simple scratch, we are obligated to call and inform the parent/guardian.   
 
Tracking documentation of illness and injury is accomplished using an Injury & Illness log that is kept in each 
classroom. The Injury & Illness Log is reviewed by the Director and recommendations are made if there is 
deemed to be a need for a plan of action. 
 

Safe Shoes 
Children engage in active outdoor play every day. Sturdy shoes or sneakers help them run, climb, jump, and 
explore safely. The arrival of warm weather can encourage more vigorous play, but also the tendency to wear 
unsafe footwear. Many children choose different footwear on warm days. Flip-flops, loose sandals, and 
rubber clogs are unsafe shoes. Avoid shoes that can fall off or catch on objects during active play. 
 
Unsafe shoes increase the risk of injury due to falls. Please provide a pair of sneakers or other safe shoes 
that can be worn outside. 
 
Footwear should provide support for running, climbing, and other active play. 
 

Nutrition 
 

Foods 
Life Discovery School does not provide any lunch items for your child.  We keep cheerios on hand for children 
who may be here very long days and need an extra snack outside of the AM and PM snack that parents 
provide. Some important information on food/drinks: 
 

 Our school is peanut free; nut butters are allowed in place of peanut butter. 

 We request that the snacks and lunches you provide be healthy and follow the American Academy 

of Pediatric recommendations on nutrition. We discourage the use of high, empty calorie foods. If 

you need nutritious lunch ideas, please see the Director for suggestions. 

 All infants under the age of 6 months are held to be bottle fed.  No bottles are microwaved. 
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 All food and cups must be labeled with your child’s name. Life Discovery School does not permit 

children to share or exchange food items. 

 Parents are required to provide written notification of any food/dietary restrictions. 

 Life Discovery School never uses food as a punishment. Children will never be denied participation 

in lunch or snack time for behavior reasons. 

 Lunches containing milk, cheese, yogurt, and/or other food items requiring refrigeration should be 

placed, by the parent, in the refrigerator designated for your child’s classroom’s use. 

 Food is only allowed in the classrooms, at the assigned times, and while children are sitting at the 

tables. Please do not send your child to the playground with food. 

 

Children with Severe Allergies 
For the safety of your child, parents are required to provide a food allergy or special care plan detailing any 
allergies, food or otherwise, from which their child suffers, at the time of enrollment or when the allergy is 
discovered.  This form must be completely filled out by the child’s physician and parents or guardians and 
must be updated annually, or as needed.  IN addition to this form, parents must provide a copy of any 
additional physician’s orders and procedural guidelines relating to the prevention and treatment of the child’s 
allergy. 
 
Any medication required to treat an allergic reaction must be provided in accordance with the Medication 
Policy of Life Discovery School. 
 

Health Policies 
 

Biting 
Life Discovery School recognizes that biting is a developmentally appropriate behavior for children in the 
infant from through the 2-year-old classrooms.  Parents with children in these classrooms should expect that 
their children may be bit or will bite another child. The staff understands that parents are concerned and can 
be upset when their child is involved in a biting incident. We ask that you remember this is a developmentally 
appropriate behavior, and that the staff is working to identify situations which provoke or elicit this behavior, 
so it can be prevented in the future.   
 
Discipline for biting behavior in the younger classrooms is a firm “NO” followed by a short calm down time 
and redirection to another activity away from the child they have bitten. Parents are expected to work with 
staff to identify methods and strategies to curb this behavior. Uncooperative parents will have their child’s 
services terminated. 
 
Children older than 3 years of age may occasionally be involved in a biting incident. For children in this age 
group who bite, the staff will use the discipline procedures outlined in our discipline policy. They will also 
observe the child to determine what provokes or elicits this inappropriate behavior. Parents are expected to 
cooperate with the staff to help their child control this behavior. Uncooperative parents will have their child’s 
services terminated.   
 
Parents will be notified by an incident report that a biting incident occurred during the course of the day. The 
staff may not discuss with either parent the identity of the other child involved in the incident. The information 
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is considered to be confidential and cannot be disclosed. The staff at Life Discovery School cannot discuss 
the medical history of any child involved in a biting incident with the other party.  
 
 

Dispensing Medication 
A Life Discovery School staff member will dispense a prescription medication that is in the original, labeled 
containers, and is accompanied by a doctor’s note with explicit dosage and administration instructions. One 
Doctor’s note per course of treatment is required.  Parents are required to complete a Medication Form each 
day that medication is to be dispensed. Medication Forms will be given to you by your child’s teacher.   
 
Life Discovery School will not administer over the counter medication without a note from the child’s 
physician, and a parent’s signature. We will not administer fever reducing medications should your child spike 
a fever while at school. 
 

Potty Training Guidelines 
We encourage the start of potty training any time after a child’s second birthday. It is our goal that children 
are potty trained by the time they move into the three-year-old room, or shortly after. We try not to move 
children to the upstairs classrooms until they are potty trained. 

 
Parents/guardians are responsible to assist with the entire potty training process.  Plan for teaching your child 
how to wipe properly (front-to-back for girls), and to dress/undress. To make this procedure as simple as 
possible, dress your child in clothes that can be undone easily without help.  
 
During the potty training process, we do not allow onesies or one piece outfits on your child, as it is too difficult 
for them to remove themselves. If your child is training in pull ups, we require that these be pullups that 
open/close on the sides for easy removal and to make it easier to put them back on.   
 
We are here to help you through this process. We do expect that a child remains dry for at least three days 
before you send them only in underwear. If your child wears underwear to school and is having several 
accidents a day, we will place them back in diapers. This is because it takes a long time to clean up an 
accident, as it requires not only cleaning up your child, but disinfecting/sanitizing the entire area that was 
soiled. Please talk to your child’s teachers for more information on how to help your child with this process. 
 

Diapering Supplies 
We will notify you by your child’s daily report as they are getting low on their stock of diapers. We will also 
verbally remind you as they are nearing the end. We have very little extra supplies on hand. If we have to 
use our extra supplies on your child, you will be required to “pay back” those diapers to the school from your 
child’s supplies. If more than two days has passed and diapers have not been brought in, you will be con 
 

Student Wellness Policy 
We want to provide a safe environment for your child. We want to be that “home away from home.” When 
your child is ill, you do not invite other children over especially if they are ill. The sick child’s immunity is low 
and is more capable of picking up other “bugs”. Because the immune system is lower, he/she will not be as 
capable of fighting the new bug.  For your child’s protection and for that of others, sick children cannot be 
admitted to Life Discovery School. Signs of illness may include one or more of the following symptoms: 
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 Abnormal Skin Color, Eye Color, Urine or Stool, Blood in the Stool, Diarrhea 

 Eye Drainage/Eye Discoloration or Redness 

  

 Infestation (Lice or Worms) 

 Lethargy that is Unexplained 

 Mouth Sores 

 Persistent Complaints of Pain, Respiratory Distress, Chronic Cough  

 Runny Nose where the Drainage is not Clear 

 Skin Rash 

 Vomiting 

Criteria for Excluding Children Who Are Acutely Ill or Injured 

 Ability to Participate: The child’s condition prevents the child from participating comfortably in 
activities that the facility routinely offers for well children or children who are mildly ill or injured.  

 Need for More Care: The condition requires more care than teachers/caregivers can provide 
without compromising the needs of the other children in the group. 

 Risk to Others: Keeping the child in care poses an increased risk to the child or other children or 
adults with whom the child comes in contact 

  
If your child’s physician has diagnosed your child with a communicable disease, the child must bring a note 
from the physician that states the child is able to return to the child care environment. 
 
A child with a fever, vomiting, or diarrhea cannot be admitted for childcare until he/she is symptom free for 
24 hours without the use of acetaminophen or other aids. We cannot give medicines to reduce fever or 
gastrointestinal distress during the day. When a child becomes ill, the parent will be contacted to take the 
child home within the hour. If the parents cannot be reached, those people listed on the emergency contact 
list will be contacted. Adhering to this standard student wellness policy helps to ensure the health of all of 
our children in Life Discovery School. We are able to administrate several prescription medications, but 
they need to be in the original container. A medicine log must also be filled out. 
 

Health Reports 
 
Child health reports are due within 45 days of your child’s first day of attendance. An initial health report 
for an infant must be dated no more than 3 months prior, for a young toddler no more than 6 months prior 
and for an older toddler/preschool age child, no more than a year prior. The schedule mandated by the 
state of Pennsylvania says that a child will need health reports at 3, 6, 12, 18 and 24 months, then once a 
year thereafter. Also, there is a state specific health form that must be filled out which can be acquired 
through emailing the director or at the check-in station in the morning.  
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Vaccinations 
 
Attached you will find the recommended vaccination schedule for your child. This is what the State is using 
to track vaccinations and to ensure our school is in compliance with the PA Childcare Code guidelines. 
Your child must stay within this vaccination schedule, or you will have to provide a state approved exemption 
as to why they have not received certain vaccinations. This exemption must be a religious objection or a 
strong personal objection equal to a religious objection. The health, safety and well being of all children in 
our care is of the utmost importance to us. Please be aware that should your child have an exemption from 
vaccinations, there are other guidelines that we are obligated to follow. For more information regarding 
those policies, please contact the director. It is your responsibility to make the director aware at enrollment 
of any vaccination exemptions and provide state approved documentation regarding the exemption.  
 

  Exemption from immunization must be documented as follows: 

     (i)   Exemption from immunization for religious belief or strong personal objection equated to a religious 
belief must be documented by a written, signed and dated statement from the child’s parent or guardian. 
The statement shall be kept in the child’s record. 

     (ii)   Exemption from immunization for reasons of medical need shall be documented by a written, signed 
and dated statement from the child’s physician, physician’s assistant or CRNP. The statement shall be kept 
in the child’s record. 

 

 
 

Please note that the health standards are mandated by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 
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